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Fig 1.Gabriel Tiongson, various ink on paper works, 2013 and 2014.
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“The striking feature of modern art is that it has ceased to recognize the
categories of tragic and comic, or dramatic classifications, tragedy and
comedy. It sees life as tragicomic, with the result that the grotesque is its
most genuine style.”
-Thomas Mann

I have always been attracted to the asymmetrical, the uncanny, the mutated, the deviation,
and the odd. These preoccupations were made manifest through my drawing practice.
Friends, family, and acquaintances would often describe my doodles as dark, disgusting,
abhorrent, and grotesque. Little did I know then, what rich history I was setting my foot on
by reveling in these comments. What began as a heavily illustrative graphic art practice
has been profoundly altered by this period of focused practical research. This document
charts the process of making and thinking about these discordant forms, and the confusion,
evolution and self-revelation that has been integral to the process.
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Fig 2 Gabriel Tiongson, various acrylic on canvas, 61cm x 91cm 2016.
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ERYSICHTHON- THE INSATIABLE CONSUMPTION

The final exhibition of my under graduate degree comprised of six works that were emblazoned
with bright, synthetic, and comic colours that swim in a pool of random cartoon body parts.
An eye, a hand, innards, and the like explicitly make themselves known throughout the works.
The imagery exhibits pop culture permutations. The infamous hand that dons the white glove
worn by several characters that range from a mouse, dog, cat, bunny, and woodpecker, to
a Martian, moustached plumber and his brother. A foot that sports a goofy shoe attached
to a seemingly recognizable blob substantiates the caricature. The cartoon eyes, big teeth,
snouts, and bulb-like noses with random intestinal forms, look like a chop shop cartoon
character death scene, celebrated with party colours. The acidic, lurid colours of the rainbow,
like that of cartoons,were unashamedly exploited.
I was born in the mid-1980s and grew up in the 1990s. This was the best time of my life.
It was normal in the Philippines for parents to leave children with their nannies while they
worked the whole day. School would last half the day and playtime commenced until the
adults would show up at home. One of the most common activities was after-lunch cartoons.
This gave the nannies time to tidy up knowing that the children were glued to the television,
otherwise safe from doing dumb dangerous pursuits. This activity was sacred. Little people,
sitting in front of a holy box that rendered them motionless and fixated at the screen. This
would last hours and was almost always an everyday occurrence.
The adventures of an obese, red cat and an ugly, hairless Chihuahua were amongst the most
watched programs during after-lunch television reverence. These two characters - Ren and
Stimpy, would go about exploring, shouting, violently and deliberately hurting each other,
then hugging and kissing. It had comedy, drama and violence. It was eccentric, and action
packed. The cartoon used synthetic colours to garner attention and funny disproportioned
entities to appeal to a young audience. This type of show was candy to the eyes of kids. It
was so captivating that those times became a highlight of my childhood. It was amazing that
this American production was being shown in a small city in central Philippines. Television
sessions were portals to see, hear, and almost touch the familiar that remains so foreign.
Cartoons, toys, comic books, computer games, and other 1990s American Pop culture
furthered the experience of childhood. Drawing my own cartoons, making my own toys,
and make-believing that I was in a certain scene was exhilarating. Laughing during this
time was of a higher sensation of happiness1. These memories are the foundation of an
aesthetic preoccupation that progressed into adulthood.
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Fig 3. Ren and Stimpy:“Arts & Farts.” NeoGAF. N.p., 15 Jan. 2013. Web. 18 Oct 2016.
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A person in the Philippines watching cartoons, playing with toys, and reading material that
were made by Americans was an isolating yet utterly enticing feeling. It is astonishing that
I was able to watch and experience what others were viewing in America. This experience
of cultural flow, the manner of extending arts, music, literature, and philosophies through
visual media is what post-colonial theorist Appadurai (1990) refers to as “mediascape”2. In
the process of subtle cultural transfer, it imprinted an ideology – a pervasive belief of what
is foreign is marvellous and superior. This was a popular notion in a culture of people that
have been colonized and re-colonised. The Philippines is a nation that was colonized by
Spain for three hundred thirty-three years, sold to America, invaded by Japan, and granted
independence by America. Before Spanish rule, Malay migrants and Chinese traders were
already conducting business with the indigenous population. The Filipino culture is a thorough
mix of multiple cultures3 . The cultural identity of the Philippines is characterized by hybridity,
blending what was originally indigenous or endemic with influences from various cultures.
Hybrid cultures have become more prevalent with the dawn of the digital age. Bhabha
(1993) explains that all these various forms- cultural, linguistic, literary, racial and religious,
of colonialism are responsible for hybridity4. American culture and ideology are the most
dominant hybrid trait.
The glorification of American culture, and the dominance it played in the local psyche suddenly
overwhelmed me. I initially felt a surge of anger, sorrow, astonishment, and predominantly,
confusion, as it rattled my initial beliefs on my own identity. Getting over the initial shock
led me to question childhood memories- the very source of my creative foundation. Why
was American culture gobbled up as if we were famished for it? How did America imbue
a patronizing superiority? Why does my society look up to America and concern itself with
it? By answering these, maybe a sense of identity would manifest.
America was presented as the hero in Philippine history books. This is the normal pedagogy
in Philippine education and is commonly indoctrinated within schooling. Wearing brands like
Nike, eating imported candies such as Snickers, and speaking English with an American
accent were praised. Foreigners were treated better than locals. The hospitality of sales
people would significantly alter when entertaining foreigners. This was referred to as “colonial
mentality” amongst students.
The Philippines worshipped America and it went unquestioned. Somehow, I grew up following
this way of thinking. It never occurred to me how ingrained this fascination with America
was. It infected my country and with each passing day the contamination grew.
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Fig 4

Fig 5

Fig 6
Fig 4. Celebrity Deathmatch.Cassandra Rose on April 14, 2015 at 6:22 .
“MTV2 Reviving Claymation Series ‘Celebrity Deathmatch’.” Rickey
News Videos. N.p., 2015. Web. 18 Oct. 2016.
Fig 5 ReshareItMedia. “30 Amazing ’90s Cartoons Which We Absolutely
Loved to Love!” ReshareIt. N.p., 2014. Web. 26 Oct. 2016.
Fig 6 Itchy and Scratchy. A Supercut of Every Itchy & Scratchy Appearance ·
Great ...” N.p., n.d. Web. 23 Oct. 2016.
Fig 7.“TROLLBOT The Original BATTLE TROLLS New Hasbro 1992
Robot | EBay.” EBay. N.p., n.d. Web. 18 Oct. 2016.
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Violence is the only consistent theme in the history of colonialism. For the Filipinos to
overthrow the Spaniards, a national hero had to be born through death to unite the people.
After being sold to America, blood was shed for independence. To overthrow a dictator,
the Philippines rallied behind a widow. As a country, we think that we are independent or
democratic. However, the legacy of colonialism is very much alive.

“Imperialism lingers where it has always been, in a kind of general cultural
sphere as well as specific political, ideological, economic, and social practices”5

Like the cartoons I watched, the history of the Philippines was characterized by violence
and the imperialist manifestations were insidiously engendered in the unsuspecting. As
I got closer to understanding my experience growing up, I realized how that bubble was
blown by a carefully crafted concoction of colonial conditioning. The vivid joy of childhood
was a dream. A delusion that fuelled art.
Taking advantage of innocence disgusted me initially, but it also led me to what I have in
art at present. The defacing of cartoon characters coincided visually with this sentiment.
Mickey Mouse didn’t look all that appealing anymore. The innate presence of the grotesque
in my work became a vehicle by which to express these conflicting emotions of disgust and
beguilement. I sought to confront these deformations in my work.
Historically the word grotesque was employed to refer to fanciful intricate patterns found
across the ruins of ancient Rome during the fifteenth century. These patterns or decorations
comprised of pastiches of satyrs, bows, cupids, festoons, foliage, and fruits adorned their
environment. The grotesque imagery appealed to Renaissance artists such as Michelangelo
because they were produced by pagan painters who had the authority to invent at will, they
practiced their freedom to create. Grotesque ornamentation was ostracized with the rise
of Vitruvian notions.
Vitruvius equated noble art as “mathematical and pure abstraction which reflected the perfect
harmony of God’s universe”6. Grotesque was fantasy, irregular, and illustrative. Grotesque
ornaments such as those that existed during the decline of Rome were associated with
pagan excess, and aberration- thus considered foul and ugly. In the nineteenth century,
caricature and grotesque were almost synonymous with the distorted image7. 			
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Fig 8 Gabriel Tiongson,Yoink,152cm x 213cm, acrylic on canvas, 2016
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Fig 9 Gabriel Tiongson, Phat 152cm x 213cm, acrylic on canvas, 2016

Fig10 Gabriel Tiongson, Jumpman 152cm x 213cm, both acrylic on canvas, 2016.
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Fig11 Gabriel Tiongson, Blob152cm x 213cm, both acrylic on canvas, 2016.
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DIVIDE AND CONQUER
“The caricaturist’s secret lies in the use he makes of controlled regression.
Just as his scribbling style and his blending of shapes evokes childhood
pleasures, so the use of magic beliefs in the potency of his transformation
constitutes a regression from rationality…. For this to happen the pictorial
representation had to be removed from the sphere where the image
stimulates action…. The hostile action is confined to an alteration of the
person’s “likeness” … only this interpretation contains criticism. Aggression
has remained in the aesthetic sphere and thus we react not with hostility
but with laughter.”8

The profound realisation of cultural encroachment and indoctrination via an activity I enjoyed
so much led me to question the very forms I had thoughtlessly revered. It became necessary
to interrogate and disgorge the contents of the initial six works. The next series involved
deconstructing compressed information from the paintings. This was done by increasing
in scale, making single field compositions, and blurring the cartoon image into silhouettes.
Increasing the size of the canvas allowed for easier composition of marks. Paint was applied
liberally without reserve. I was able to make organic gestures inside a layer of paint. Colours
once again ranged from every part of the spectrum, but this time a little bit more reserved.
The marks were not everywhere, they were contained within a form. In the form, the colours
from what seem to be innards but remain indefinite. Lines that resemble skin folds appear
murky. Squiggles, splashes, dots, puddles, and fades sloppily come together with the help of
a drag. It was as if the series before this was like looking at the bottom of a still lake. I could
clearly see an eye, a cloud, a stomach, and the others I’ve drawn and painted underneath
the water. This series on the other hand is a disturbance in the lake’s still surface causing
juxtaposition of everything within it. Parts are visible, but not clear. Colours were stirred,
pulled, and clumped. Marks are gestural but incomplete. I could see what it is as a whole,
but the details are blurry.
The composition in this series was simpler than the overloaded series before. Marks, forms,
and body parts weren’t flying around. They were contained in a form, and that form was
floating in space. Where the works in the initial six contained twenty procedural steps, these
new works had three at most.
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Fig 12. Laura Owens - Alchetron, The Free Social Encyclopedia.” Alchetron.com. N.p., 2014. Web. 06 Nov. 2016.
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There was a field and there was the form on it. This instantly cleaned up the paintings.
Visual clutter was contained and the larger scale meant exerting greater control over the
compositions.. This mostly made the deconstruction successful. The cartoon image was no
longer present, but its likeness remained. Dragging paint was the most effective gesture in
obliterating the cartoon imagery. Spray paint was used to highlight a clear silhouette that
resided in the canvas, on the field. The silhouette on the field became a playground for
minor forms, lines, parts, and colours to infest. Just like the human body made up of infinite
cells interacting with each other, these marks on the silhouette were seemed like complex
system of interdependent parts.
The reduction of obvious cartoon body parts to mere suggestions of them is caricature.
Mike Kelley in Foul Perfection: Essays and Criticism9 describes the caricature as a loaded
portrait that uses aggressive gesture. This portrait contains the utmost characteristics of a
subject. Be it a crooked nose or thick lips, this exaggeration reveals a truth that may not be
pointed out. Kelley describes likeness through abbreviation is the mechanism of caricature.
By reducing my imagery to silhouettes I was abbreviating my previous work to produce
the work in this series. Like a caricature, the minimal elements needed to fully convey its
content is enough. I have come to recognize that reduction and abbreviation are constant
in the progression of my practice.
With this series, I felt that I was able to sweep away the unnecessary but retain the vital. Like
using a centrifuge to separate the blood plasma from the blood cells, I was able to make a
clear separation of field and form. Laura Owens’ and Anne Neukamp’s works operate in a
similarly essentialist way with regard to the figure and field condition.
Laura Owens’ recent work garnered attention with its sheer size. The graphic nature of
her work has an aesthetic quality that resonates with me. Her works are crisp and clean.
They convey the sensation of perfection, with a flawless finish , yet they exhibit an organic,
flowing quality too. Owen’s colour use is bright but restrained. She manipulates the line
quality effortlessly. The works appear to be digital and hand made at the same time. Owens
came to prominence in the 1990’s with an ostensibly figurative practice. In the late 2000s
she shifted to abstract gestural painting.10 My own practice has undergone a similar
evolution. The scale and execution of Owen’s works are awe inspiring. This encouraged
me to execute my own marks cleanly yet fluidly while working on a scale as big as was
possible at the time.
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Anne Neukamp on the other hand seemed so simple, deceptively so. Her works involve
cartoon figures and heavy black lines.The captivating aspect is how she implements the
depth of field. The figure seems to be framed but is also behind. The apparent simplicity is
made masterful in the spatial condition. Observing Neukamps eloquent toying with depth
of field forced me to challenge my spatial awareness within my own work. Neukamp uses
images that are abundant in the media: branding, logos, icons, and the like.1 Similarly, I
draw my images from what I was exposed to during my childhood. I too started painting
figuratively and slowly deconstructed the emergent forms. The destroying of the image led
to approaching my work in a more openly abstract way – as a kind of caricature.
Neukamp’s works motivated me to further deconstruct the preceding series of works.
The idea was to further dissect the visual overload and examine what was essential, yet
substantial. In order to do this, I started by painting in an unrestrained manner. I had to act
on impulse. I chose to work on paper, an ephemeral surface, in order to be less invested
in the outcome. The intention was also to cut up the quickly made works and to create a
bigger work out of them, through collage.

Fig 13. Anne Neukamp,
Takeover. Oil, acrylic, and
tempera on canvas,
240 x 180 cm. 2016
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Figs 14 – 25 Gabriel Tiongson, various acrylic works on A1 paper, 2017.
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FRANKENSTEIN
– SWEET ABOMINATIONS I OUGHT TO BE THY ADAM (S)
This body of work involved “jamming” and “drawing” paintings. The term “jamming” is the
act of spontaneously and instinctively producing paintings, while “drawing” is the careful
consideration of making decisions on making a painting. Another way of imagining these
two ways of painting; jamming is the id painting, that acts on impulse while drawing is the
superego, that considers the possibilities in a painting before deciding which move to make.
I started out by adding a single layer of white paint on paper before working on it. I made
around forty works. It started out by using one common field colour for a number of works.
Quickly a system developed. Steps included putting a field, masking, dragging paint, spray
painting organic lines, applying paint directly from the tube, and taking away marks. These
steps were used sporadically. Some works had all the steps, some had less steps, some had
the same steps but with different colours, some had different steps with the same colours
from the work beside it. Works were made three to five at a time. This was a pressureless
way of producing paintings compared to the preceding series, which needed precise paint
application, clean graphic forms, and intentional gestures. It was a process unconcerned
with making images . The volume of production relieved the burden of a single image. There
was less at stake, only liberation.
The sensation of working quickly and nonchalantly allowed me to destroy these paintings
without hesitation. The feeling of painting quickly was further elevated when I began cutting
out parts from them. Every cut from the blade stimulated a new freedom from the confines of
the edge of a canvas. I kept harvesting parts and tweaking them slightly by adding outlines to
further accentuate their part of the whole. In that instance, I was an organ collector reaping
from cartoon characters that I imagined in my head. As I lacerate the paintings, I would pull
out a foot, an eye, a silhouette of a head, a bicep, a kidney, a nose, a hand, tumours, cilia,
bowels, teeth, abnormal growth with whiskers, tongues, and the like.
My previous series left me with an appetite for large scale works. I wanted to extend this
experiment. I could only go as high and as wide as the wall. Knowing those restrictions, I
was able to construct my saccharine abominations on two walls during different occasions.
The first time I collaged the parts together it was a matter of familiarising myself with the
process. The second occasion of constructing the abomination was as instructive as the
first, but my mind set was different. Having seen what I could do with it, I thought about
each part, where it should go, how to maximize its features, and how to make a full picture.
Arms and legs bent organically. The bodies seemed relaxed and in their natural state of
being. I saw them like animals in their own habitat. They were interacting with each other
in the wild. In my collage, my creatures are playing and co-existing amongst themselves
too. These forms were amorphous, yet characteristically cartoon.
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Gabriel Tiongson, various acrylic works on A1 paper, 2017.

Gabriel Tiongson, various acrylic works on A1 paper, 2017.

FRANKENSTEIN – SWEET ABOMINATIONS
I OUGHT TO BE THY ADAM (S)
THIS BODY OF WORK INVOLVED “JAMMING” AND “DRAWING”
PAINTINGS. THE TERM “JAMMING” IS THE ACT OF SPONTANEOUSLY
AND INSTINCTIVELY PRODUCING PAINTINGS, WHILE “DRAWING” IS
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Figs 14 – 25 Gabriel Tiongson, various acrylic works on A1 paper, 2017.
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The process of producing work on paper honed my skill in making decisions on the fly.
The beauty of producing forty paintings quickly was that I made good ones along with the
passable ones. I was able to experiment putting together different colours that I wouldn’t
have done on canvas, able to try different techniques, able to combine different mediums,
and able to accept every move no matter the outcome. No matter what came out of the
paintings, I could still use it, they were short lived but very relevant to their resurrection
wherein they gain new life via the collage. Working on a large-scale collage on the wall was
a valuable experience. Before this, my paintings looked like snippets of a whole. The forms
trespassed on the canvas like a character looking into a window. The collage by contrast
was not confined to the delineated edges of the canvas.
Pathogenesis 1 and 2 are reminiscent of the creature of doctor Frankenstein. With each
progression in each series of work, different levels of skills are utilized thus making each
series different bodies of information. Pathogenesis 1 and 2 reveal these layers in my
practice by looking at them as a whole, as a part, and as a mark, sewn together just like
Frankenstein’s monster.
The idea of the hybrid is instilled with each part pulled out of the paper. These parts came
to represent the culture that I practice in, and believe in. The parts would later be collaged
into a bigger being, a reflection of the artist who too, is also made of parts from different
cultures. The artist and the collaged form are identical in a sense that they both represent
a body of conflicting cultural ideas.

“It is the power of hybridity that enables the colonized to challenge ‘the
boundaries of discourse’, and which ‘breaks down the symmetry and duality
of self/other, inside/outside’ and establishes another space of power/
knowledge”
-Richard Pearce11

As an adult I now have responsibilities as a husband, father, son, brother, uncle, community
member, and a stranger. The studio is the playground to unleash and have a break. I painted
on A1 sized paper mostly. It was quite fragile, it could be torn, and cut easily to produce
Pathogenesis.
Painting with no regard for perfection and focusing instead on the present feeling, the
active impulse, the moment’s desire. Working on paper represented this sentiment. I
used everything available to me in the studio to satisfy the desire for operating without
restrain. In this moment, I felt closest to the child I once was. This is the sensation I look
back to with melancholy as I find my way in adult life. The studio is the stage where
I can be excessive, be carefree. The art practice is a privilege that I have to satisfy
my growing desire to create and to experience the feeling of childhood once again.

11
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Fig 26

Fig 27
Fig 26. Gabriel Tiongson, Pathogenesis 1, collaged acrylic on paper, 2017.
Fig 27. Gabriel Tiongson, Pathogenesis 2, collaged acrylic on paper, 2017.
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Pathogenesis 1 and 2 exist in an intermediary space that puts different stages of my
practice side by side, yet they are carefully integrated with one another. They are progressed
versions of the black and white drawings (image i ) that I began my art practice with. They
are nods to different works by different artists over a period in art history. This monstrosity
is a collage of historical painterly marks that revere their history by updating, merging, and
re-presenting themselves in contemporary art.
Hoptman likens this aspect of Aldrich’s practice to Laura Owens, who also utilizes divergent
styles in her work. Owens says that using an array of styles, techniques, and motifs “…
gives you more chances to level these hierarchies and talk about heterogeneity, because
here’s a reference to Matisse and then a children’s mural, and you get to slam those two
things together”.12
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The imagery and graphic sensibility derived from the pop culture of my formative experiences
were the key elements that slowly built up my monster. With each succeeding series of work,
my monster was growing and my practice underwent a self-feeding by devouring a current
body of work and excreting it to bring forth the next. With each ingestion and excretion, the
works are slowly broken down, fine-tuned, and built up each time. The excrement at the end
reveals itself to be a polished version of the first ingested series of work. It was hybridizing
by absorbing itself, borderline cannibalism. It perfectly reflected my own hybrid identity as a
Filipino growing up in a post-colonial country, Philippines, and emigrating to another postcolonial country, New Zealand.
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THE ARRIVAL OF THE STEM CELL AND THE TROUBLE WITH NOODLE

After reviewing Pathogenesis 1 and 2, it was time to ingest and digest again. Reviewing
the previous series brought me back to drawing. I picked the elements that I wanted to
explore. Making marks via a paint drag intrigued me because of the surprise of what
comes with each drag. The fields remained spacious, but a play in depth was examined.
This introduced an architectonic element . Ninety-degree angles were produced in drags
and planes were utilized to give depth. Shapes had length, width, and height. Organic forms
received supplementary edgy shapes to interact with. The most significant aspect however,
was going back to painting on canvas.
Considering the paint dragging, edgy shapes, and play of depth with the field, the goal was
the co-existence of these elements. Elements were shuffled, rearranged, reordered to try
and pull off what seemed to be an attainable goal.
The paint drags were practiced to apply them with more control, although their very nature
is unpredictability. With every successive painting, they have gotten cleaner and more fluid.
Texture was also conceived in these works. Although it was present in past works since it
was naturally produced with paint dragging, it was given more thought and purpose. With
the unpredictable came the simple geometric shapes that attempted to bring balance and
pull back the rotundness that had affinity with caricature.
The paint dragging was used as the field. The neutral colours were used as forms. The
edgy shapes were exploited to flow organically. All the reshuffling of steps, elements, and
compositions were aimed at achieving a harmony between “jamming” and “drawing”. This
series of works was, by in large, unsuccessful. Every work felt like it lacked completion,
something was absent. The elements were oil and water. They were in the same surface
but wouldn’t cohere with one another. However, each failed attempt brought it closer to
success which I didn’t see coming. Everything led to one work which fully expressed the
harmony I was seeking: Stem Cell.
The field consisted of a nonchalant spray paint doodle topped with a grey overlay. The grey
paint was then scraped off to form windows akin to a chess board. With this set, everything
else felt easy to compose since it was fairly even. The rectangles making up the grid
gave equal opportunity for wherever I put the next move on the canvas. From there, it felt
appropriate to load the black form with texture, as the central focus. The outlines within
the form made by the thick black paint contrast with the spray-painted gestural marks of
the field. The forms and marks on the canvas were all clean which induced me to bring
an element of chaos. The final form of dragged paint with a more expansive colour range,
gave enough disruption to the clean and restrained paint application before it. Each form
contained a piece of each other, but were never the same in composition.
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Fig 28. Gabriel Tiongson, Stem Cell, 120cm x 150cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
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Fig 29								Fig 30

Fig 29
Gabriel Tiongson,
Noodle,
56cm x 76.5cm,
acrylic on canvas
2018
Fig 30
Gabriel Tiongson,
Tissue,
76cm x 105.5cm,
acrylic on canvas,
2018.
Fig 31
Gabriel Tiongson,
Frunk
76cm x 105.5cm,
acrylic on canvas,
2018.
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Fig 31
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Fig 32

Fig 33

Fig 31 Gabriel Tiongson, Descendant, 71.5cm x 102cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
Fig 32 Gabriel Tiongson, Probe, 76cm x 105.5cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
Fig 33 Gabriel Tiongson, Probe and Badum Tss, both 76cm x 105.5cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
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Once the Stem Cell was made, I was able to gene splice and create imperfect clones.
Clones in a sense that they contained the same DNA, they had the basic elements, but
were imperfectly perfect, perfect being the stem cell and all others as clone attempts.. With
each work that followed, some contained more of a certain element than the others, some
had less, some were just lacking, and some had the same but presented differently. Having
a work that paved the way for the next series was a critical moment.
The failings of the works that immediately preceded Stem Cell were frustrating but the
manifestation of it outweighed the previous experience. I was doctor Frankenstein who had
all the tools and body parts, anxious to put things together in new ways. The succeeding
works emphasized manipulation of the grid. The other elements of Stem Cell, the textured
black paint, the paint dragging, and the organic forms I felt relatively familiar with. The
grid was the new venture. It made sense to attempt several variations to see where it
could elevate or accommodate the other elements. With each work, I was abbreviating the
malleability of the grid.
The checker pattern of the field was magnified, miniaturized, stretched, waved, and contorted.
Different textures were employed in these works. The Stem Cell black form was greatly
textured and curvy. I attempted smoother textures that revealed just the brush strokes, and
some completely flat applications. Cellulite’s flesh coloured form was flat and revealed the
brush strokes. Karne Val on the other hand used brushed marks to take away as well as
apply black paint. While both have ‘goopy’ forms with paint drags in them, the drags on the
grid of Cellulite was cleaner compared to Karne Val’s somewhat muddy and inconsistent.
Colours of the rainbow were used minimally and contained one hue more dominant than
the others. These works involved around five or more separate procedures.
The grid was deconstructed in Sonic Boom and Tarohan . Instead of dragging paint to unveil
a grid-like pattern, I spray painted the grid directly on these the field of these two works. The
paint drag once again was a vital move in creating a sense of transparency. Sonic Boom
had an element that Tarohan lacked, but at the same time they looked similar. I wasn’t sure
if they were resolved or not. The colours used were a big change and it took great restrain
to avoid dousing the rainbow on them.
Diversifying the grid was the agenda. The idea was to make every paint drag or rectangle
different, mutated from its familial origin. Progress or regression comes with change. I used
scrapers of different sizes and lengths. Swiped vertically, horizontally, went over drags,
connected drags, and so on. An architectural quality to the field was revealed. Phlebottom
exposed this difference. It was pleasing to behold despite the predilection for organic lines
and rotund forms. These sharp corners contrasted my cartoon silhouette and organic affinity.
Depth came into play. Adding a different colour in an attempt to evade flatness brought
contrast. The simplicity of the contrast of a flat colour on a grainy black that revealed the
yellow underneath was device that was disarmingly complete.
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Fig 35. Gabriel Tiongson, Cellulite,110cm x 160cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
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Fig 36. Gabriel Tiongson, Cellulite and Karne Val, both 110cm x 160cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
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These four works were made to explore the possibilities of the grid and windows further.
Acme retained the architectural element of Phlebottom. However, black was applied on
the foreground rather than an ingredient of the field. To add to that, it wasn’t just applied
flatly, it contained a writhing pattern. The form in Phlebottom was singular. Acme has three
and coloured in primary colours. Although the forms were differently coloured, they seem
to project that they are part of the same entity. The field grid was spray painted on and
increased in scale as compared to Hygeai. Acme looked like the child of Phlebottom and
Hygeia if they ever had one. Phlebottom’s genes seemed more dominant though.
Morbius Strip was my way of breaking away from the squarish grids and played with curved
paint drags that intersected with each other. Its grid is closely related to the curved dragged
windows from Cellulite. The blue lines served to give depth and contrast to the orange field.
The slightly lower central form was used to unify the blue lines and the curved orange field
mudded in black.
Dugohan and Erythema stripped back the emphasis on the grid as a field. The two had
forms largely playing on the field. Dugohan had a grid spray painted on a bigger grid made
by paint drag and only exposed its edges subtly. These forms were similar to the smaller
forms in Cellulite and Karne Val. They were added to contrast the dark grid while playing with
the laser blue like thinner grid. It reminded me of the movie Tron and how the characters
battled to the death manoeuvring bikes on a grid. The forms played with widows in between
the lines as well as on the lines. Erythema felt like it was the evil counterpart of Dugohan,
just because 80’s cartoons taught me that the good guys are usually draped in blue while
the villains wore an aggressive red. Erythema had its own subtleties. Its red grid, although
prominent, had traces of underlying marks that only revealed themselves on the grid. To
add to this already ghostly element, the form was made to contain paint streaks although
transparent. This was further pushed out the greyish blue form that was in the grid and
under the form.
Deconstruction took place through increasing the scale of the grid and limiting the number
of layers. It was a simple plan, I magnified the grid. Pardon Me was the first attempt. The
big swipes to make the grid reveals the field generously, something that isn’t prominent in
previous works. The wide mottled blue spray-painted mark was derived from the Erythema,
which had a sharp greyish blue stripe that peeked through a window. I had one more move
planned but the work looked complete. To satisfy my doubt whether or not Pardon Me was
complete, I made Varicose. I made the same moves but applied differently. The drags to make
the grid was diagonal and the field was architectural, derived from Phlebottom. Green was
the primary tone, after seeing all blue from Pardon Me. Instead of making one thick mark,
I decided to apply two slightly thinner spray-painted lines that complemented the slanted
characteristic of the grid. Varicose confirmed that it and Pardon Me were successful using
minimal moves to complete a painting derived from the grids of their predecessors. Again,
it was an abbreviation, a caricature.
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Fig 37 Gabriel Tiongson, Sonic Boom,110cm x 160cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
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Fig 38 Gabriel Tiongson, Tarohan, 110cm x 160cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
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Fig 39. Gabriel Tiongson, Hygeia, 110cm x 160cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018
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Fig 40. Gabriel Tiongson, Phlebottom,110cm x 160cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018
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Once the bare minimum to complete a work was identified, it was instinct to introduce
elements from previous works to see how they fared in the visual arrangement of the grid.
Similar to Aldrich12, I have archived a selection of procedures and marks from my oeuvre
and applied them when necessary to current practice. I am self-ingesting unlike Aldrich who
collected works from other artists throughout art history. Dotilda reintroduced the window
play from Duhohan and Erythema. Beef Toe Bent has a similar curved grid from Morbius
Strip with a darker field, this was an opportunity to use a neon yellow mottled spray paint
line since it is more apparent against a dark field.
Behelit and Eh-Dima are progressions from Pardon Me and Varicose. They both contain the
minimal grid and spray-painted line, but they were executed differently. Both works contain
intersecting spray-painted lines. Behelit contained the tumorous cloud forms that I often
use. It also made use of neutral flat colours to break the uneven disrupted pattern of the
field. The use of edges, opaque and sharp polygons was derived from Phlebottom. Eh-Dima
on the other hand is basically Pardon Me with an organic frame that made contrasted the
right-angled grid play along with the deflection of the blue spray-painted line.

12
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Barliant, Claire, and Laura J. Hoptman. The Forever Now: Contemporary Painting in an Atemporal World ;.
New York: Museum of Modern Art, 2014, pp. 36-44.

Fig 41.Gabriel Tiongson, Acme and Morbius Strip, both 110cm x 160cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
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Fig 42

Fig 43

Fig 42
Gabriel Tiongson,
Morbius Strip,
110cm x 160cm,
acrylic on canvas,
2018.
Fig 43
Gabriel Tiongson,
Erythema,
110cm x 160cm,
acrylic on canvas,
2018.
Fig 44
Gabriel Tiongson,
Dugohan
110cm x 160cm,
acrylic on canvas,
2018.
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Fig 44
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Fig 45							

Fig 46

Fig 45
Gabriel Tiongson,
Pardon Me ,
110cm x 160cm,
acrylic on canvas,
2018.
Fig 46
Gabriel Tiongson,
Varicose,
110cm x 160cm,
acrylic on canvas,
2018.
Fig 47
Gabriel Tiongson,
Beef Toe Bent,
110cm x 160cm,
acrylic on canvas,
2018.
Fig 48
Gabriel Tiongson,
Dotildo,
110cm x 160cm,
acrylic on canvas,
2018.
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Fig 47

Fig 48. Gabriel Tiongson, Dotildo ,110cm x 160cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
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Fig 49
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Fig 50
Fig 49
Gabriel Tiongson,
Behelit
110cm x 160cm
acrylic on canvas,
2018.
Fig 50
Gabriel Tiongson,
Eh-Dima,
110cm x 160cm,
acrylic on canvas,
2018.
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Coincidentally, with all the paintings gathered around my studio space, an opportunity of
dichotomy presented itself in diptych. Since the tools used in producing the works were
the same, the alignment of marks between two works was uncanny. The offspring of
Pathogensis was conceived. A new element now enters the cycle, what if more works were
put together like a puzzle?

Fig 51 Gabriel Tiongson, Dotildo and Pardon Me, 110cm x 320 cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
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Fig 52 Gabriel Tiongson, Eh-Dima and Behelit, 110cm x 320 cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
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Fig 53 Gabriel Tiongson, Acme and Hygeia, 110cm x 320 cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
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Fig 54 Gabriel Tiongson, Dugohan and Sonic Boom, both 110cm x 320 cm, acrylic on canvas, 2018.
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My practice has always been a cycle of producing work that feeds back into the process to
digest and produce work once again. With each digestion, the gestures, marks, and decisions
done on the canvas adds a small difference. A small mutation grows until it too becomes
another gesture, mark, or decision that continually adds to my repertoire. After some time,
I will gather these mutations and put them together. This is a mechanism for cannibalizing
of my own practice. In this context, the start and end dissolves. The notion of time becomes
irrelevant since they do not reference anything outside of themselves. The practice is linear
since no one work is higher than the other since they are made up of each other.

“It is a one-frequency, one-strata playing field. I mean, there aren’t any
hierarchies. -Oscar Murillo ”
13

Reflecting back on my practice, my aesthetics, my affinity for the grotesque, realizing what
it is, I recall how I came to create such work. Robert Storr provides an explanation for when
classic styles have ceased to evolve and develop:

“...like an espaliered tree against a stone wall, growth on other parts of the
wall draw focus to themselves. The wall now not only supports the tree,
but weeds start to grow at its foot, birds start to nest on its crevices, and
critters gnaw at its surface to make use of it. Suddenly the wall isn’t just
for the tree anymore. An overgrowth has rejuvenated the tree in ways that
it couldn’t do by itself”14.

My translation of this is in relation to the formative experiences in a small city in central
Philippines, where I was unaware of the traditions of contemporary fine art. If fine art was
the tree and the wall was the art world, I was a squirrel eating rotten fruit on the wall but
never got a taste of the tree. Not being aware of the tree, I created my own sapling out
of my rotten fruit. This grew until it became a tree and stood beside the fine art tree. It
was only then I was able to learn about the fine art tree when my rotten fruit tree touched
its branches. With my aesthetics, my art started out in the low brow scene in Makati City
Philippines. It was only when I decided to take up formal education that I was able to get a
glimpse of the fine art world and tried to find my place in it while bearing my rotten fruits.
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13

Murillo, quoted in Beatrix Ruf, “Working to Work,” interview with Oscar Murillo, Flash Art (October 2013): 69.

14

Storr, Robert. Disparities & Deformations: Our Grotesque. Santa Fe, NM: SITE Santa Fe, 2004, p. 26.

Caricature and grotesque go hand in hand. Caricature is directed at others while grotesquery
is found in visions of the self as other. Caricature has definitely helped me describe process
in my practice, grotesquery helps me understand why I am attracted to the aesthetics that I
am. These visuals are dominated by my childhood immersion in pop culture, mainly cartoons.
I was born in a post-colonial world that not just colonized me physically, but mentally as well.
Grotesquery has become a tool to cope with this loss of identity by using the colonizers own
tools, popular culture, for mass colonization. I am able to find some resolution by making it
my own and repositioning it back into the world. I am not just laughing at myself by enjoying
my own mental colonization, I am also laughing with it. I have embraced it. It has allowed
me to produce my art that embodies both repulsion and adornment of my childhood15.
		

		

15

Storr, Robert. Disparities & Deformations: Our Grotesque. Santa Fe, NM: SITE Santa Fe, 2004, pp. 25-26
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Erysichthon Exhibition, Te Po Gallery, Unitec 2018

works from left to right: Dugoman, Sonic Boom, Behelit, Erythema, Dotildo, Pardon Me

works from left to right: Eh-Dima, Dugoman, Sonic Boom
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works from left to right: Erythema, Dotildo, Pardon Me

works from left to right: Phlebottom, Eh-Dima
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works from left to right: Acme, Gfever, Phlebottom
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